1. Introduction. The UCS contains a number of hyphen characters used for various purposes. This proposal requests one OBLIQUE HYPHEN which is used generally in medieval texts and in particular in a pairing with the existing DOUBLE HYPHEN in order to indicate the end of a hyphenated word. If this proposal is accepted, the last character in the list below will be added alongside the other three.

- 002D HYPHEN-MINUS
= 2E17 DOUBLE OBLIQUE HYPHEN
⹀ 2E40 DOUBLE HYPHEN
⹝ 2E5D OBLIQUE HYPHEN proposed here

2. Use in the Middle Ages and Renaissance. In medieval European manuscripts, a line-breaking hyphen was typically oblique, either single ⹝ or double ⹗. In Murdoch Nisbet’s translation of the New Testament into Middle Scots, the two are used alongside one another, the double oblique hyphen at the line-break itself, and the single oblique hyphen at the end of the broken word as a delimiter of the hyphenation. In other manuscripts of the medieval period the end-of-line oblique hyphen can be either single or double; in the Elizabethan period a single OBLIQUE HYPHEN had become the norm. See Figures 1–3.

3. Modern use. The Oxford University Press distinguishes horizontal HYPHEN-MINUS from OBLIQUE HYPHEN explicitly to distinguish end-of-line soft hyphens and end-of-line hard hyphens which should be retained as they are permanent orthographic elements in a word. In Figure 4 below, the Oxford use of OBLIQUE HYPHEN are shown alongside some other conventions other publishers have made use of from time to time. To these a few others can be added from the Wikipedia article on DOUBLE HYPHEN.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modern Standard</th>
<th>Oxford</th>
<th>Tilde</th>
<th>Two hyphens</th>
<th>Merriam-Webster</th>
<th>Nisbet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cross-country</td>
<td>cross-country</td>
<td>cross~</td>
<td>cross~-country</td>
<td>cross~</td>
<td>cross~</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Linebreaking. Line-breaking properties for this are suggested as follows.

Like U+2E40 * DOUBLE HYPHEN (BA (Break_After)): 2E5D

5. Unicode Character Properties. Character properties are proposed here.

2E5D;OBLIQUE HYPHEN;Pd;0;ON;;;;;N;;;;;

7. Figures

**Figure 1.** In the Gospel of John 5:43–6:2 (Egerton MS 2880, f. 91v). In four three instances words are hyphenated with *double oblique hyphen* and the hyphenation sequences ended by the *oblique hyphen*. The palaeographic transcription of this passage (with punctuation and quotation marks added) follows:

```
noᵗ þe lufe of god in ȝ: ⁴³I com in þe name of my fader; and ȝe tuk noᵗ me: gif ane ȝisible þu in his ȝe name; ȝe fal ȝefaue him: ⁴⁴How may ȝe beleue- ȝat ȝefaues glozie ilk of ȝisible ȝe seek noᵗ þe glozie þat is of god allaan: ⁴⁵Will ȝe no’t geſſe, þat I com to acuſe ȝe anentiþe fader; It is Moyſe, þat is of god allaan: ⁴⁶Will ȝe no’t geſſe, þat I com to acuſe ȝe anentiþe fader; It is Moyſe, þat is of god allaan: ⁴⁷bot gif ȝe beleue ȝe to his ȝe is of god allaan: ⁴⁸For gif ȝe beleue ȝe to his ȝe is of god allaan: ⁴⁹For giſe beleue ȝe to his ȝe is of god allaan: ⁵⁰For giſe beleue ȝe to his ȝe is of god allaan: ⁵¹Eftir þir thingis Iefus went ouþ þe see of Galilee þat is Tybeziadis ²⁹ a gret multitude followit him: For þai faw þe taknis þat he did on þame þat war seek: ⁵³for Iefus …
```
Figure 2a. Text of the Middle English translation of *The Lives of St Augustine of Hippo and St Gilbert of Sempringham*, British Museum Additional MS 36704, f. 46r, from Wright 1960:21. Instances of the Oblique Hyphen have been circled. The transcription in Figure 2b shows a hyphen in “augultyyn” though there does not appear to be one on the page. They are all faint (as is usual).

LIVES OF ST. AUGUSTINE OF HIPPO AND ST. GILBERT OF SEMPRINGHAM, &c., by John Capgrave, Austin Friar of King’s Lynn, Norfolk (d. 1464), author also of the ‘Liber de Illustribus Henricis’ and a Chronicle of England (to 1447).

Written A.D. 1451 (the year of the composition of the Life of St. Gilbert, cf. fol. 116) probably by Capgrave himself (the hand agreeing with that in Cambridge University Library MS. Gg. 4. 12).


Paper: 205 x 143 cm.

Handwriting is neat and regular but individual and not calligraphic; corrections are in same hand as text.

Note. th is used in place of ð for capitals and at the end (and sometimes the beginning) of words; þ itself appears in the degenerate ‘wyn’ form; the 2-form of r is not used; ȝ is used for only y-sound (e.g. ‘yourn’); ȝ itself is written like y with a cross-bar added (û); long s except finally, when round ñ is used (the latter characteristically in Capgrave’s hand rather like a small-size ñ; cf. also pl. 16); ȝ is sometimes dotted.

Abbreviations: it is a question whether the ‘ after r is for ‘re’ or whether it has become now a meaningless scribal flourish, nor is it certain whether the ‘-es’ symbol (r) after s in ‘among’ (l. 5) is to be extended or not. Again, in words such as ‘petycoun’ (e.g.) it is doubtful whether the scribe had in mind ou or on when he wrote the last two letters.


Our plate shows fol. 46v.

TRANSCRIPTION

To my well beloved in our lord god
maystar of þe order of simþgham
which ordre is entytled on to þe
name of seynt gilbert þe fyrst LC
a monge doctours lest sende re:

urens as to swech dignyte desirig clenezze
to þour soule and helth to þour body
Now with inne fewe dayes was notified on
to me þat þe lyf of our fader seynt augus-
tyn which þat þat translat in to our tuge
at instaþ of a cteyn womþa was brouþt
to þour presens whiche lykdyd þow wel as it
is told saue þe wold þe schul add þe to alle
poo religyous þat lyue vndyr his reule
But to þus þe answer þat it was not my chur-
ge but if men like for to knowe þus mater

difusely þæs may lerne it in a þimo þatþæsd
at cambrig þe 3er befor myn opposiciou
which sþon vnþap þæ wil sette in englisch
in þe last ende of þus werk Than aftur þæ
had red þus lyf of seynt augustyn þæ saide
to on of myn frendes þat þæ desired gretyly
þe lyf of seynt gilbert schulde be translat
in the same formes Thus mad he instauce
to me and þæ graunted þob þour petyciou
for þæs his
þæ wold not frustrate him of his mediaciou
To þe honor of god and of al seyntís þæ
wil we begyn þus treys namelych for the
solitarye womþa of þour religiou wheel þyn
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M. Nicholas
Reysby

Figure 2b. Transcription of the Middle English translation of The Lives of St Augustine of Hippo and St Gilbert of Sempringham, British Museum Additional MS 36704, f. 46r, from Wright 1960:21. Instances of the OBLIQUE HYPHEN can be seen, as well as a number of instances of the COMBINING OVERCURL, here transcribed as an apostrophe.
A hyphen at the end of a line was not often employed. Penmen and printers divided syllables in any way they pleased, as in agains-t, without a hyphen. When the hyphen was used, it usually consisted of two short, parallel, horizontal or oblique strokes with or without a dot; in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries it consisted of a single short oblique stroke. Compound words, as “craftsman,” “free-born,” were generally written as two words, without a hyphen.

Figure 3. Discussion of the history of hyphenation from Tannenbaum 1931:146. The text is to introduce readers to the realities of Elizabethan manuscripts (which can be pretty tricky to read). Tannenbaum points out that two strokes were often used in the earlier period, but in the 14th and 15th centuries a single OBLIQUE HYPHEN came to be the norm.

Figure 4. Sample from Roberts et al. 2005:58 showing the modern use of a single OBLIQUE HYPHEN (circled in red) to indicate a hyphen which is a permanent orthographic element in a word. The practice of some other dictionaries is also given. Note that “con-trary” is given by the Oxford editor as an example, though that word in an end-of-line context would not have a hard hyphen.
A. Administrative
1. Title
Proposal to add two mediaeval punctuation characters to the UCS
2. Requester’s name
Michael Everson
3. Requester type (Member body/Liaison/Individual contribution)
Individual contribution.
4. Submission date
2021-01-12
5. Requester’s reference (if applicable)
6. Choose one of the following:
6a. This is a complete proposal
Yes.
6b. More information will be provided later
No.
B. Technical – General
1. Choose one of the following:
1a. This proposal is for a new script (set of characters)
No.
1b. Proposed name of script
1c. The proposal is for addition of character(s) to an existing block
Yes
1d. Name of the existing block
Supplementary Punctuation
2. Number of characters in proposal
1.
3. Proposed category (A-Contemporary; B.1-Specialized (small collection); B.2-Specialized (large collection); C-Major extinct; D-Attested extinct; E-Minor extinct; F-Archaic Hieroglyphic or Ideographic; G-Obscure or questionable usage symbols)
Category B.1.
4a. Is a repertoire including character names provided?
Yes.
4b. If YES, are the names in accordance with the “character naming guidelines” in Annex L of P&P document?
Yes.
4c. Are the character shapes attached in a legible form suitable for review?
Yes.
5a. Who will provide the appropriate computerized font (ordered preference: True Type, or PostScript format) for publishing the standard?
Michael Everson.
5b. If available now, identify source(s) for the font (include address, e-mail, ftp-site, etc.) and indicate the tools used:
Michael Everson, Fontographer.
6a. Are references (to other character sets, dictionaries, descriptive texts etc.) provided?
Yes.
6b. Are published examples of use (such as samples from newspapers, magazines, or other sources) of proposed characters attached?
Yes.
7. Does the proposal address other aspects of character data processing (if applicable) such as input, presentation, sorting, searching, indexing, transliteration etc. (if yes please enclose information)?
Yes.
8. Submitters are invited to provide any additional information about Properties of the proposed Character(s) or Script that will assist in correct understanding of and correct linguistic processing of the proposed character(s) or script.
See above.
C. Technical – Justification
1. Has this proposal for addition of character(s) been submitted before? If YES, explain.
Yes, some of the characters have. See N3193.
2a. Has contact been made to members of the user community (for example: National Body, user groups of the script or characters, other experts, etc.)?
Yes.
2b. If YES, with whom?
The authors are members of the user community.
3. Information on the user community for the proposed characters (for example: size, demographics, information technology use, or publishing use) is included?
Medievalists, Latinists, and other scholars.
4a. The context of use for the proposed characters (type of use; common or rare)
Used historically and in modern editions.
4b. Reference
5a. Are the proposed characters in current use by the user community?
Yes.
5b. If YES, where?

Scholarly publications.

6a. After giving due considerations to the principles in the P&P document must the proposed characters be entirely in the BMP?

Yes.

6b. If YES, is a rationale provided?

Yes.

6c. If YES, reference

Accordance with the Roadmap. Keep with other punctuation characters.

7. Should the proposed characters be kept together in a contiguous range (rather than being scattered)?

No.

8a. Can any of the proposed characters be considered a presentation form of an existing character or character sequence?

No.

8b. If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?

Yes.

8c. If YES, reference

9a. Can any of the proposed characters be encoded using a composed character sequence of either existing characters or other proposed characters?

No.

9b. If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?

No.

9c. If YES, reference

10a. Can any of the proposed character(s) be considered to be similar (in appearance or function) to an existing character?

Yes.

10b. If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?

Yes.

10c. If YES, reference

Some characters are ancestors of modern characters.

11a. Does the proposal include use of combining characters and/or use of composite sequences (see clauses 4.12 and 4.14 in ISO/IEC 10646-1: 2000)?

No.

11b. If YES, is a rationale for such use provided?

No.

11c. If YES, reference

11d. Is a list of composite sequences and their corresponding glyph images (graphic symbols) provided?

No.

11e. If YES, reference

12a. Does the proposal contain characters with any special properties such as control function or similar semantics?

No.

12b. If YES, describe in detail (include attachment if necessary)

13a. Does the proposal contain any Ideographic compatibility character(s)?

No.

13b. If YES, is the equivalent corresponding unified ideographic character(s) identified?